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Principal Functioning Agents:
pct./wt.
Proprietary blend of active foaming agents and formulation aids.........100.0%

CAUTION
Keep Out of Reach of Children
Avoid prolonged contact with skin. In case of contact with eyes, immediately flush with water for at least
15 minutes and get medical attention.
STORE ABOVE 45° F
Net Contents: 1 U.S. Gallon

CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ is specially formulated with a unique blend
of high foaming surfactants and foam stabilizers that delivers a long
lasting foam, particularly under adverse hot and windy application
conditions and in hard water.
CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ produces foam that is resistant to wind
allowing the foam ball to be resilient to the degrading effects of moderate
wind.
CORNBELT ® ULTRA-MARK™ can be used with any foam marker
equipment. Field tests conducted using CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™
indicate that this versatile formula produces long lasting, heat-resistant
foam when used with both pressurized and non-pressurized foam
marking systems. This concentrate is effective at various dilution rates
based on the hardness of the water. Many factors influence how long
the foam will last. Foam ball size, colorants, pressure, temperature,
humidity, soil type and wind velocity will impact foam life.
To insure a good quality foam, be certain to flush and clean the foam
generating equipment before use.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
For best results start by putting half of the water needed in the tank
followed by the amount of CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ needed, followed
by the remaining half of the water.
The standard use rate of CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ is one gallon of
CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ for every 100 gallon of water.
Under Soft Water conditions (less than 300 ppm) a use rate of one gallon
of CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ per 120 gallon to 160 gallon of water
may provide satisfactory results.
Under Hard Water conditions (more than 1,000 ppm) a use rate of one
gallon of CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ per 80 gallon of water may be
preferred for extended foam life.
Whenever a foam colorant additive is used, use one gallon of CORNBELT®
ULTRA-MARK™ for every 80 gallon of water.

IMPORTANT
Do not mix CORNBELT® ULTRA-MARK™ with any other foam marker
concentrate. This formula is a carefully tested blend of foam additives
and stabilizers that may not be compatible with other products. A mixture
with different foam concentrates will likely result in poor quality foam.
NOTICE: READ CAREFULLY
Conditions of Sale: Van Diest Supply Co. (and seller) offer(s) this product
for sale subject to and buyer and all users are deemed to have accepted
the following conditions of sale and warranty which may only be varied
by written agreement of a duly authorized representative of Van Diest
Supply Co.
Warranty Limitations: Van Diest Supply Co. warrants that this product
conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit
for the purposes referred to in the use directions on the label subject
to the inherent risks referred to below. Van Diest Supply Co. makes no
other express warranties. THERE IS NO IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY and there are no warranties which extend beyond
the description on the label hereof.
Inherent Risks: The Directions for Use of this product are believed to
be reliable and should be followed carefully. However, it is impossible
to eliminate all risks associated with use. Buyer assumes all risks associated
with use or application of this product contrary to label instructions or
resulting from extraordinary weather conditions.
Limitation of Liability: In no case shall Van Diest Supply Co. be liable
for special, direct or consequential damages resulting from the use or
handling of this product and no claim of any kind shall be greater in
amount than the purchase price of the product in respect of which such
damages are claimed.
VAN DIEST SUPPLY COMPANY
WEBSTER CITY, IA 50595
CORNBELT® and CORNBELT LOGO® are registered trademarks of Van Diest
Supply Company. ULTRA-MARK™ is a trademark of Van Diest Supply Company.

